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Innovation Alliance℠ Model Fundamentals 

by Paul Masson, Managing Director, StarNet, LLC 
Introduction 
 The innovation alliance℠ model is a distinct model for collaborative innovation. 
The model’s concept is to coordinate all the elements necessary to bring technology 
based innovation through to adoption, permitting improvements in products, services, 
capabilities, organizations and competencies. The model is a hybrid between an 
industry consortium, a public/private partnership and venture/angel capital industry 
funding pool. It is distinctly different from university research programs, industry 
consortia, venture capital sector targeting and government programs. This white 
paper explains the fundamentals of StarNet’s innovation alliance℠ approach. 
Innovation Alliance℠ Model: Difference from Academic and Government	  
 The innovation alliance℠ model is a hybrid organizing approach to innovation 
that combines early stage financing of innovation with established industry adopters, 
working with government agencies that provide both investment but also guidance to 
assure broad public benefit. The model is different from university research 
programs, industry consortia and government programs in three ways: first, the 
private sector members set the strategy and development plan that is followed by 
academic and government participants, second representatives from standards and 
certification groups are included to speed industry adoption and third, the invocation 
of a legal model that maximizes R&D tax credits, government funding, provides anti-
trust protection and attracts investment for small firms (state EDAs, AC, VC, minority 
investment and acquisition). This scope encompasses the “innovation ecosystem” 
necessary for technology development with multiple paths-to-market. Alliance 
members are generally organized into three categories: 1) Principal members 
seeking technology solutions for corporate development, 2) Associate members as 
suppliers to Principal members and 3) Observing members (Government) as 
technical contributors and influencers.  
The Concept: Coordinated Innovation Ecosystem 
 The model’s concept is to coordinate the elements necessary for large-scale 
innovation. The elements of innovation range from end users to integrators and 
research & development organizations, but also include sources of capital and 
representatives of groups that influence “adoption” practices. The concept of 
adoption encompasses the existing relationship between industry architectures, 
business architectures and their embedded technologies. These relationships are 
codified in guidelines for standards and certification. The figure below represents 
the simplified model of the collective “innovation ecosystem”.  
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Figure 1 Innovation Ecosystem 

 
The Organizational Model  
 An innovation alliance℠ is organized like a temporary consortium, but with 
broader membership categories.  The membership rights and obligations create a 
governing board with majority control by private sector organizations, and minority 
representation from government and research organizations  
 The functions include a governing board, management team and working 
technical teams. A fourth function operates between the management team and 
technical team: a systems integration and assurance team. This team is created 
from representatives elected from among the individual technical team and has 
responsibility to create one or multiple “architectures” that achieve the strategic 
plan goal and integrate the individual technologies from the work teams. The 
alliance is supported and facilitated by an independent “alliance manager” 
providing an array of services and experts on topical areas such as intellectual 
property. The alliance manager is paid from the collective membership and 
management fees. A simplified organizational model is shown in Figure 2 from a 
life sciences/environmental alliance. 

Figure 2 
Innovation Alliance Organizational Model 
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The Process Model 
 The alliance is organized through a step-by-step process starting with a 
founding group that recruits other members to jointly develop a vision, mission and 
strategy. The alliance leadership is then facilitated through a scenario planning 
process that results in a technology “roadmap” with branches creation of 
alternative architectures. The strategy is translated into annual technology 
development plans, using a top down and bottom up process. The architectures 
act as the “top down” guidelines within which bottom up proposals are submitted. 
The systems integration team reviews the collective technical reports, and 
recommends modifications to the architectures to achieve the alliance’s strategic 
goals. 
 The Legal Model 
 The alliance is organized as a multi-party legal agreement or a special 
purpose, non-stock Corporation that adopts the 501-c-3-tax status. The alliance 
charter, bylaws and membership include provisions for public sector participation, 
primarily through funding, facilities loans and policy dialogue. This public 
participation permits the alliance to invoke Federal technology transfer objectives, 
including job formation, as the overarching policy under which it will seek resources 
and collaboration.  
 The alliance solicits Federal funding under Federal technology tranbsfer 
policies that optimize joint development and ownership of shared architectures and 
pools of shared intellectual property. The invocation of Federal technology transfer 
policy permits the alliance to reference Federal statutes that exempt all technical 
paper outputs from FOIA for a maximum five year period after the alliance has 
finalized any given technical paper, patent, copyright or data right. The technology 
transfer authorities also permit cost-sharing that leaders to Federal authority to 
waiver of title, co-title and commercial use claims on all IP that is developed. 
 The alliance will file a notice with the Department of Justice (DOJ) to invoke 
the anti-trust protections relevant Federal collaborative R&D legislation. Under this 
exemption, the alliance can create one-time, special teams that are permitted to 
pool market and even cost information as long as no “pricing points” are 
exchanged among participants.  
The Outputs 
 The alliance outputs are a hierarchy of technical investment roadmaps 
leading down to specific architectures. Work teams generate specific technology 
guidelines for common certification of products to support a given architecture. Any 
jointly developed intellectual property is co-titled to members that funded the 
specific technical output. The Federal government waives its right to title and 
commercial use delegation.  
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Output Description 

Technology Investment 
Roadmaps 

A scenario based strategic plan for common industry and 
government investments in alternative technology development 
roadmaps 

Con-ops and Architecture 
Reports 

The reports of a multi-disciplinary team on con-ops for along with 
architectures that drive common product line paths 

Technical Reports Technical reports from project work teams. 

Recommended Standards 
and Guidelines 

Recommendations for standards and guidelines for items such as 
technology, operating systems, maintenance, personnel training, 
security, and safety 

Joint Intellectual Property Jointly developed copyrights and patents  
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About StarNet LLC 
StarNet, LLC is a management services firm that for 25 years has helped leaders 
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